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Experience Innovation Lab
#1 LCD TV manufacturer in the world in 2017
UX Team located in Silicon Valley
Interdisciplinary Team & User Research Lab

Mountain View, California
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TV viewers want to control content
quickly and efficiently
Current solutions: Physical remotes (STB, SMD, TV), various mobile apps
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The Challenges
1. How do we design a mobile experience that is just as good or better than a remote?
2. Do we invest in creating a superior remote or a best-in-class mobile app?
3. Can the smartphone replace the remote control?
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Top TV Activities with a Smartphone
Browse streaming
services for a program
to cast on TV

Listen to streaming
music on TV

Search for a program or
video clip to cast on TV

Power on or adjust
volume on TV

Cast smartphone
photos on TV

Browse Live TV or DVR
recordings

Based on 2017 survey of individuals who use their smartphone to interact with TV
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Preference: Smartphone vs. Remote
16

14

[Easier]

[Top reason for preferring smartphone over remote]

12

# Prefer Smartphone

# of survey respondents

10

[Lost/Broken
remote]

8

# Prefer Remote
[Easier,
unsure how
with remote]

6
[Easier]
[Lost/Broken
remote]
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[No option
on remote]

2
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Browse & cast
streaming content

Control Live TV
& DVR

Stream music
to TV

Search & cast
Control power or
program or video clip
volume
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Design Guidelines
1. Focus
on the
casting
experience. Casting shows, movies, and video clips are
Focus
on the
casting
experience
top activities performed by individuals who use smartphones to interact with TV.
2. Offer ways to browse content easily and efficiently. It is easier to scroll
Offer
ways
to browse
content easily
and efficiently.
through
content
on a smartphone
by swiping
the touchscreen than it is to
use a remote to interact with TV UI.
3. Allow
search
tasks
to completed
be completed
a smartphone. It is easier to type
Allow
search
tasks
to be
on on
a smartphone.
on a smartphone keyboard than it is to use a remote. Consider voice search.
Control
multiple
sources
andand
apps
with
a single
app.
4. Control
multiple
sources
apps
with
a single
app. Reduce the need
for multiple remotes and apps to control TV.
Explore
ways ways
to maketosmartphone
as good as the
remote
for
5. Explore
make thejust
smartphone
just
as good
controlling TV functions and Live TV.

as the remote for
controlling TV functions and Live TV. Some prefer the remote for these tasks.

6.
Improve
the experience
ofphotos
viewing
listening
Improve
the experience
of viewing
andphotos
listening and
to music
on TV. to music on TV. For
example, allow users to easily interact with media locally stored on smartphones on TV.
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